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“ HOT TUBS & SPAS – THE HEALTHY WAY OF LIVING ……..”

Product Of The Month

Hot Tub Specifications
Size : 2000 X 2000 X 840 mm
Rated Power		
: 4.9 Kw
Water Pump		
: 2.0 Hp
Thermostat		
: 3KW
Bubble Bath 		
: 400w
5’’ Massage Jet
: 6 Nos
50mm Water Jet
: 9 Nos

Spl Offer Price

2.5

Lakhs

(Ex.Showroom Price)
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Improve Your
Health and Lifestyle
Imagine
your
own
peaceful, private escape filled
with pure relaxation. Now imagine one that also benefits
your lifestyle and promotes
good health. Spas hot tubs are
designed with your complete
relaxation and rejuvenation in
mind. In addition to providing
instant stress relief, there are a
number of lifestyle and health
benefits associated with regular hot tub use, including:

Overall Well-Being
Unwind in the tranquility of soothing hot water as the
therapeutic heat raises your
body temperature, bolsters the
immune system and triggers
endorphins – the body’s natural pain blockers.

Arthritis Relief
Water buoyancy greatly
relieves joints and muscles of
constant pressure. According
to the Arthritis Foundation,
doctors recommend soaking
in warm water before starting
your day to help relieve the pain
associated with arthritis. Additionally, warm water temporarily relieves stiffness and joint
aches, increasing flexibility.

Quality Time

Soothing Pain Relief
When is comes to treating sore muscles, Hot tubs are
designed to deliver targeted
hydrotherapy to muscle groups
to effectively relieve pain.

Reconnect with friends
and family in the most relaxing
environment imaginable: Soaking in a hot tub at the heart of
your Home Resort. Swap stories with friends while invigorating jets deliver the massage
of a lifetime. Watch as the kids
frolic under an illuminated waterfall. Light up the night with
romantic LED lights for more
intimate encounters.

Improved Sleep
Hydrotherapy
before
bedtime may assist in getting
a more restful night of sleep.
The National Foundation recommends soaking in hot water
before sleeping due to the associated calming effects. When
exiting the spa, the body’s internal thermostat drops and
signals the mind that it is time
to sleep. Both effects result in
a truly refreshed morning without the grogginess that sleep
aids can leave behind.

Lasting Value
When you bring home a
Spa hot tub, you create a daily
oasis that you and your family
can enjoy any time of the year.
Not only is it a functional entertainment source, but the
sleek design and smooth edges
make your spa the centerpiece
in your backyard or garden.
Best of all, Spa hot tub may
increase your property value
without increasing your property taxes.
Owners already know
this: by having a hot tub at
home, kids start new sports activities, and in general, everyone spends more time at home.
Have a hot tub and make sure
yours is ready for action.
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Prepare your hot tub for a trouble free functionig
•
•
•
•

Is your spa cover in good shape or is it time for a replacement? Your spa cover prevents leaves and
dirt from getting into the water, and it keeps the heat inside to conserve energy.
Check the filters – replace them if needed, for maximum operating efficiency.
Drain your spa for a thorough cleaning before serious winter weather sets in.
Program your hot tub’s water temperature so it’s warm when you want to go in and in energy-saving mode at other times.

Why you need hydrotherapy
•
•
•

Hydro-massage soothes sore muscles and strains, and promotes flexibility.
A 10-minute soak relaxes homework-stressed kids, and parents.
When the days get shorter, immerse in a warm-water massage instead of holding down the sofa –
you’ll probably sleep better afterwards.
People who own spas and hot tubs love to entertain outdoors in every season, too. Half-time during the
game or last-minute Friday happy hour, you don’t have to make a big deal out of it – everyone enjoys a
warm soak and good conversation.

Prepare your hot tub for a trouble free functionig
Here are 5 simple tips to keep your hot tub’s water clean, systems running smoothly, and
everything looking new:
•
•
•
•
•

Use only the best hot tub parts and supplies genuine products.
Clean and replace your filters as needed.
Remove leaves and debris from your hot tub cover and keep it clean. Ask your dealer about easy
maintenance for your model’s cover.
Avoid going into the water with oils and heavy lotions on your skin – they can leave a film on the
sides of the hot tub.
Drain, clean and refill your spa every 3-4 months, depending on your usage.

The best hot tub breakthrough in easy water maintenance is the Water Purification System. It
uses natural UV-C light technology and doesn’t add any gas or chemical by-products to the water. You
can cut down the amount of chemicals needed by about 50%, and it instantly kills up to 99% of waterborne bacteria. You can relax because the water’s clear and fresh without a lot of work on your part.
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